Given a model of computation, there is a P = N P conjecture associated to it. A 'transfer' theorem is a theorem relating the P = N P conjecture in different models.
By a 'model of computation', I will understand a model of computation over a ring, in the sense of [BCSS] . Turing complexity appears as a particular case.
A model of computation in the sense of [BCSS] is given essentially by a triple (R, o, c):
1. A ring R with unity and without zero divisors.
2. A subset o of R. Machines will be allowed to decide (to branch on) x ∈ o. Natural choices are o = {0} or, when R is ordered, the positive numbers o = {x ∈ R : x > 0}. A few 'transfer' theorems are known for unit-cost models. The conjecture P = N P is equivalent over the ring of complex numbers (C, =, 1), over the algebraic closure of the rationals (Q a , =, 1), or over any extension in-between.
A 'weighted' model of computation will be defined here. The cost function will be defined as the 'weight', a measure of the complexity of the operands. The definition of weight will encode some natural number-theoretical invariants, such as the height of algebraic numbers or the degree of an extension.
If x 1 , · · · , x k are algebraic over Q, then the weight of x is defined as
where H is the projective, multiplicative height function of number theory.
The model over (R, o, c) is essentially the same as in [BCSS] , but we will redefine the input size and the cost of a computation.
The interesting examples are c(x) = 1 and c(x) = w(x). 
Theorem A. Let K be a real number field, and let Q ra be the real algebraic closure of rationals. The following are equivalent:
1. P = N P over the Turing model 2. P = N P over (Z, >, w).
3. P = N P over (K, >, w).
In view of the τ -conjecture, it is interesting to ask what happens if one removes 'order' from the models above. Is deciding x > 0 hard over (Q ra , =, w) ? Actually, {x > 0} will turn out to be undecidable, and the following theorem will follow: Theorem B. P = N P over (Q a , =, w) and over (Q ra , =, w) Let (R 1 , o 1 , c 1 ) and (R 2 , o 2 , c 2 ) be models of computation. We do not assume R 2 to be an extension of R 1 or whatsoever. Instead, we will relate those models by a partial mapping of the form
with k ∈ N ∪ {∞}. This mapping will be used to 'embed' the model of computation (R 1 , o 1 , c 1 ) into the model of computation (R 2 , o 2 , c 2 ). 
Cost (M
(M3) The domain of definition of σ belongs to N P(R 2 , o 2 , w 2 ).
(M4) σ has the pull-back property.
The main feature of morphisms is to allow for a 'transfer' of the class N P (and of the class P, also). Lemma 1. Let σ be a morphism from (R 1 , o 1 , c 1 ) into (R 2 , o 2 , c 2 ) . Let X be in N P over (R 1 , o 1 , c 1 
Definition 7. Computation models (R 1 , o 1 , c 1 ) and (R 2 , o 2 , c 2 ) are equivalent if and only if there are morphisms:
such that:
(T1) There is a polynomial time machine
The proof of Theorem A requires some results on the complexity of 'effective' diophantine approximation. Algebraic numbers can be approximated by rationals generated by a machine over (Z, >, w) (or equivalently, a Turing machine). This machine is 'universal' in the sense that it can be used to approximate any algebraic number x, given a suitable description y of x. The running time for k > 5 is Poly(w(x))k log 2 k. Also, w(x) ≤ Bitsize(y). Moreover, if x is real, then b is always zero in M (y(x), k).
